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Icarus, Wingless 
By Leah Maitland 

I met a man upon the edge of a roof 
Bronzed face cast upwards 
A crown of feathers upon his brow. 

His heels rose above the concrete 
Balancing precariously on pointed toes, 
Gravity clearly giving up on him. 

He wore wisdom like a brace 
Grievous knowledge within hollow bones 
An elderly owl with clipped wings. 

He saw a mirror in my bloodshot eyes 
Reflection of desperation built wings 
Wax tears dripping down my eyelashes. 
  
I met a man upon the edge of a roof 
Looking at me and grasping my hands 
Asking me not to risk the fall 
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Eighth Grade Dance 
By Ashley Harrison 

I laughed as my younger sister paced around the room searching for her red heels. Middle school 
dances don’t usually matter, but the eighth grade dance was a different story. This was the first 
dance everybody actually cares about, 
especially Ella, since she’s going with a 
boy! 
 “Tiff, I have no idea where it is! I 
can’t go without them. Sebastian isn’t 
gonna want to go with me anymore. 
You need to start looking.” My wrist 
cracked when she pulled me off her 
bed, which was covered with dresses 
that didn’t make the cut. She decided 
on a white and navy blue striped dress, 
and added a gold belt around her waist. 
I was biting my lip to keep from letting out any more giggles. Ella was stressed, but I knew a few 
months from now she wouldn’t understand why. She looked great no matter what shoes she wore. 
 “Are you sure you checked everywhere?” I let myself fall back on her bed, and bounced when I 
hit the mattress.  
 “Obviously! Ugh, you’re seriously no help whatsoever. Just get out of my room” Ella was tossing 
around different objects, which wasn’t going to help her. I decided to be a good sister, and made a 
snarky comment back. 
 “Well I can’t really leave your room, since you don’t have your own room,” I said as I got up to 
give her space, but I was interrupted by something that made my head pound. I looked down, and 
there it was. Ella’s shoe was lying on the ground after being thrown at my head.  
 “Just GO!” She didn’t need to say it again, because I was already out the door. I wasn’t super 
worried about her being upset, since I was the only one who could style her hair and help with her 
makeup. She's thirteen years old, what was I supposed to expect? 
 I made my way into the kitchen to make sure her cookies were ready. The members of the 
student council were supposed to bring a baked good for the rest of their eighth grade class, but 
Ella was too concerned with Sebastian to take initiative. Me, being the best older sister ever, made 
cookies for her.  
 The smell was overpowering. It was sweet, and reminded me of when our grandma would bake. 
The beeping of the oven rang through my ears, so I rushed to open the door. The steam blew in my 
face while I shoved my hands into the worn down oven mitts.  
 “Can I be the taste tester?” I jumped and the pan of cookies almost slipped out of my hands. I 
turned around and saw my aunt standing behind me.  
 “Aunt Amy, you can’t just do that! I almost dropped Ella’s cookies everywhere!” I carefully set the 
pan down on top of the oven, then turned around to give my aunt a hug. 
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 “Is Ella ready for the dance yet?” Aunt Amy asked while still holding me in her arms. She gave a 
tight squeeze before letting go. 
 “Well she just threw a shoe at me, so I’m going to say she’s almost ready.”  
 “Did she actually? I need to have a talk with that girl.” My aunt turned to head to my sister’s 
room. Before anything drastic could happen, I grabbed her arm. 
 “It’s fine, you don’t need to worry. If she knows I snitched on her, she’ll kill me.” She tugged her 
arm away, and was clearly unimpressed. 
 “I’m only letting this go, because you asked me to.” Aunt Amy took small steps before she 
quickly turned around and started to run. Her feet were loud against the kitchen tile, but her 
direction was towards Ella. I chased after her. The last thing everyone needed was Ella even more 
stressed than before.  
 “Aunt Amy! I swear if you say anything!” My breaths were heavy from sprinting down the 
hallway. I should have probably been working out more. I’ve been so busy getting Ella ready for the 
end of middle school that I haven’t had much time to focus on myself. I was sure it would change 
this summer. 
 My aunt was standing at the door frame, not saying a word. I looked into the bedroom and saw 
Ella standing with her back facing us. She was looking in the mirror with a small smile on her face. 
Her hair was pulled back in a messy bun, and she put on a light pink lip gloss. Her dress shape fit 
her body perfectly, and the shoe choice completed the look. 
 “You look beautiful, sweetheart.” Aunt Amy walked up behind Ella and took her hands. I left the 
door to stand next to my sister. I wrapped my arms around her, but the moment was ruined when I 
gagged from the intense scent of her perfume. 
 “Ella, what type of perfume is this!” 
 “It’s the lavender one Aunt Amy gave me for Christmas. I thought it was nice.” There was a 
whine behind Ella’s voice. 
 “Honey, that is not lavender. It’s okay, we’ll fix it.” Aunt Amy pulled Ella to the bathroom to “fix” 
the smell. I gathered all her hair supplies until my arms overflowed, and carefully walked over to 
the bathroom.  
 “El! Get ready, because I’m going to do your hair!” I dropped a few bottles on the way, but 
figured I could make my aunt pick them up for me later. 
 Ella’s look was almost complete when I heard Aunt Amy’s phone vibrating. She glanced over at 
Ella and I before she took the call in the next room. A few minutes passed before she walked back 
in; the wrinkles on her forehead were very defined. 
“I’m sorry girls, but that was the school. They’re cancelling the dance.”  
“What? Why?” Ella jumped up, and I could see the panic over her face. Her eyes were misting, but 
she took a breath to calm herself. 
“Remember the virus? The reason why your mom and dad are stuck working at the hospital all the 
time? Well, the government wants to issue a lockdown. Everything is being cancelled. I’m sorry 
Ella.”  
It doesn’t feel real. I don’t want it to be real. Ella stormed off back to her room, while Aunt Amy 
began to clean up the mess of hair ties, brushes, and hairsprays. Ella’s eighth grade dance was over 
before it had any chance to begin. 
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Anxiety  

By Rori Daugherty 

heart trying to break free from it’s prison in this chest 

hands refusing to halt their never ending shaking 

stomach folds in on itself, always aching 

body tries to express the all of the signs that it’s stressed 

mind explains there’s nothing wrong it is quite normal, don’t be distressed  

heart cries out there’s much gone wrong there’s no mistaking 

breath with every exhale breath comes out quaking 

legs pushing on to make it through the day as if possessed 

eyelids shut as the heart tries to calm still not quite feeling the best 

body still in anguish with every breath it’s taking 

mind asks is this normal? It must be, it says on the verge of breaking 

It’s just overthinking I assure myself, it can’t be serious, I should have guessed
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A Short and Noble Life.  
By Owen Johnson 

The prince fell. His body broke upon the blasted rocks, steel shattering and bone splintering 

from the impact. His gasps for breath went unanswered, for he was alone but for the 

company of the dead. He lay in a garden of corpses, surrounded by both friend and foe. 

Shadows danced amongst the fallen warriors, cast out by the cruel moon, leering from the 

skies above. For a while, the prince lay still, the faint glow of the stars framing his dreadful 

majesty. With purpose he lay, even upon death he would suffer none to look upon him with 

pity. Nothing was now left for him, he had been victorious, his purpose fulfilled. None 

would mourn for him, so far from any compassionate being. Even the screams of the dying 

had failed, only the shivering song of the winds, whipping past jagged stones, had 

remained, divorced from the troubles of mortals, playing its music until the earth itself 

crumbled before the End. The prince could hear it. It came to his ears, but brought no joy, 

only thought. He was as much a part of this world as the wind and stone, yet his life was 

fleeting. Long lived, yes, by the standards of some, but impossibly short to others. He had 

been content, but the song of the stones had cursed him, settling an everlasting restlessness 

within him. This wind, he knew, would flow across the earth and back, bringing eternal 

song to the most desolate plains and the most vibrant jungles, it was lifeless, and free from 

the fear of death. But the prince lived, he supposed, however one knew life, and he was still 

bound by the primordial terror of the void. As he lay, he came to a decision, no, a promise, 

that he would face the end on his own terms, at the time of his choosing, not at the 

choosing of chance. He would not be thought less of, not even the wind he could allow to 

have a greater existence than him. With no small amount of effort, he moved his arms to 

his sides, pushing against the broken ground, the jagged rocks tearing through the palms of 

his gloves, drawing forth more of his rapidly diminishing blood. The prince drew his mind 
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away from his shattered body, pushing aside the pain and exertion, focusing on one point, 

throwing excuses and validations against his infallible logic, trying to determine any 

rational reason for him to live. In contemplation, he barely noticed himself push his ragged 

figure against the collapsed bulk of a beast, one he could hardly remember slaying. He did 

not even comprehend the severity of his many wounds, the mechanisms of his death were 

of no concern to him, only the reason. But the reason eluded him, and in silent despair, he 

drew himself back to the physical world, allowing his eyes to see the desolation about him. 

Taking in the battlefield, the fallen corpses of colossal monstrosities, rent and melted 

artillery pieces, and a thick flooring of corpses, like dead leaves upon the ground of a forest, 

the prince felt sorrow begin to overwhelm him, but he knew it could not be allowed to 

distract him, so again he fell back upon his contemplation, confident there was a reason for 

all this death, but none of his reasons were logical, they died for their beliefs, they died for 

love of their people, they died for validation in the eyes of their gods, none were rational, 

all were merely emotional. Left in confusion, he gave up on sight and turned to listening, 

hoping for anything that could help him understand, and that when he heard it, the wind, 

the wind that had spurred his selfish quest for understanding. He stopped thinking, and 

listened. The song was hollow and wild. It did nothing to appease his artistic sensibilities, 

no composer had written this, planned it as a requiem for the fallen. There was no reason 

for it to sing, save the mechanics of the universe. In an instant, thoughts flooded his mind, 

thoughts that he could not deny, and he tried to laugh, but his outburst was turned to a 

horrific cough, propeling blood from his mouth, running down his rent armor. The prince 

lay back against the creature, exaltation running through his body, he had found it, the 

answer. There was, of course, no answer, no reason. There was no reason for anyone to 

live, they simply did, the same as how the wind sang, no reason, simply the decree of the 

universe. So conversely, there was no reason to die either, it just happened, without logic, 

without any true control. Sure, one could ensure events that would result in their death, 
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but they did not make it so death could exist, they merely followed the laws of the world. 

Knowing that laughter was, for the moment, impossible, the prince restrained his 

expression of joy, although, he mused, this was all emotional in the end. Thinking to 

himself, he decided, if his death didn’t matter, then it might as well not happen yet. In 

glorious exuberance, he turned away from such thoughts of death and decay, and to a more 

practical thought, where he could find medical supplies. No longer worrying about whether 

he should live or die, the prince looked around for a light source. Finding a matchbox, he 

mustered the last of his strength to draw a match out and light it. With his other hand, he 

pulled a mostly dry cloak from a nearby corpse, and lit it aflame. Slinging the burning cloth 

onto the back of the beast he was resting against, he resigned himself to a long wait, 

wishing he could find the strength to walk.  
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A Doll with No Soul 
By Dawson Daumler 

I didn’t mean it… 

I didn’t mean any of it… 

I cannot believe what I have done to harm not only I, 

But also, my family as well… 

And now, there was no taking it back, 

I had become a monster, 

There was nothing that anybody could do to fix what I’ve done, 

I was sitting in the grass, watching it happen  

Sitting away from the burning mess that I’ve made, 

The house that we all lived in was scorched to the ground, 

My family had yet find out about this, 

What would I do if they found out I burned the house down? 

Would they let everything go as if nothing happened? 

I know I don’t deserve to be forgiven, not even the slightest bit, 

Would they take away my doll and throw-- 

You know what? No!! 

It was this thing that got me into this mess in the first place! 

I have to get rid of this before it takes my sanity again! 

No! I think it’s too late! 

I couldn’t gather the strength to throw the doll away from me, 

I couldn’t move myself at all, as if I was paralyzed, 

Oh no… The doll was opening her mouth to say her iconic lines, 

And why did I start to feel so sleepy? 

“Let me tell you a story! A story about my best friend!” 

“And let’s not forget the meeting of their end!” 

It was the weekend, the best time of the week, 

I was off of school, so I did what I always do, 

Sleep in, 

Later though, I decided I wanted breakfast, 

But when I arrived at the kitchen, something caught my eye, 

It was a toy doll perched at the edge of the kitchen table, 

It was a present from my parents, 
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There was a letter next to the doll, and it said 

“Good job on your grades in school, here’s a gift you’re sure to find cool!” 

“Love, Mom and Dad.” 

I liked to collect dolls, and I appreciated the thought of the gift, 

But for some reason, I disliked this new doll at first glance, 

I looked at it, then moved on with my day, 

I poured myself some cereal, took a juice box from the fridge, 

Then I walked to the living room and brought over my snacks. 

I sat on the living room couch and proceeded to watch TV, 

The only conflict was that I could still see the ugly doll from where I was, 

I try not to acknowledge it, 

Time goes on, my focus is dwindling on my shows, 

Instead, it’s being drained towards the new hideous doll, 

Sucking my attention, like a vampire sucking blood, 

This couldn’t continue, it was becoming too much of interference, 

It was time to take the doll to my room where it couldn’t bother me out here, 

I stand up from the couch and travel towards the doll, 

Then, I grab the doll and carry it towards my bedroom, 

The doll surprised me when it spoke 

“Please don’t take me to your bedroom... I don’t like it there...” 

Was I crazy? Did the doll know I was bringing it to the bedroom? 

It began to freak me out, 

I opened the door, threw the doll on the floor, and left, 

But instinct kicked in, and it told me to go back 

When I did, I picked up the doll, 

I stared into its eyes, 

Its eyes stared into mine, 

“Hello you monster... I knew you’d come back to burn me!” 

Burn you?! What was the doll going on about? 

And why did it enrage me so? 

“Don’t you know? You’re supposed to burn me!” 

What did it mean? Why would I, I, 

I felt light headed, 

When was there hundreds of the same doll flooding through my bedroom door? 

I begin to panic as I start to see the dolls inching towards me, 

I begin to panic even more as I see real human skin on all the dolls, 

I wanted to scream when I saw it not as a doll anymore, 
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But as a human, 

There was only one thing to do, 

I scream, 

It calms me down, 

Then I laugh, 

How cute of me to scream at my own social anxiety, 

And just like that, my fear went away, 

And the substitution was the taking of my sanity, 

To simplify the new conductor of a superluminal train, 

Now I have the power of a supernatural brain!! 

AAAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA!!!!!! 

I wake up, wondering why I’m laying in the grass, 

Was there something burning? 

I look to see that the house was burning down, 

How unfortunate of me, 

I can’t really say the same for the family, 

What would they do if they knew their house was burning? 

Probably freak out and cry about it, 

I notice something just then as I get up on my feet, 

I feel awfully empty inside, as well as on the outside. 

And why were my feet bringing me to stand only eight inches tall? 

I feel a giant hand squeeze my entire body, 

It doesn’t surprise me, 

An emotional voice shouts next to my ear, 

“I have to get rid of this before it takes my sanity again!” 

It was my friend!  

The enormous human, 

And just like that, I’m up in the air, 

But the human squeezing me had stopped moving, 

Probably because it was my part to paralyze it, 

Anyway, my favorite play pal seems to be enjoying its turn for its role, 

Time to reset the past again! 

Time to act inanimate for the next half hour, 

I wasn’t able to look forward to being the human again, 

Because this time, I had to act as the doll, 

A doll with no soul, 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Weathered 
By Leah Maitland 

Like branches in the wind 
My hands shake. 
Heart throbbing 
In tune with a downpour 
Pounding on a tin roof. 
Eyes flashing lightning, 
Pupils dilating, 
The thoughts like thunder 
A neverending cacophony  
Of suspense,  
The dissonance 
Juxtaposing the silence 
My messy room 
And drizzling teardrops emit. 
I cannot shake  
The shadow looming  
Above my brow 
Rolling in blackened clouds 
The low front 
And chilly breeze 
Creeps right through 
My sleeves 
Goosebumps erupting 
Like the blood from  
My lip  
I bit 
To anchor myself  
To something 
I grasp my sides like sandbags 
Battening the hatches 
Boarding up the windows 
Trying to keep the rain 
Contained  
Within the walls  
Of myself  
And my mind  
For its sunny outside 
And with my feelings confined 
I can lie 
Simply wipe my face 
Smile  
And say I'm fine. 
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Loneliness Killed The Cat 
By Clare Herriott  

A girl who fears to be a disappointment sought acceptance and companionship. The girl’s name 
was Vegas, and she was an only child and a homeschooled student. She didn't have a whole lot of friends 
and she was oblivious to the darker side of humanity. She was thirteen and desperate to connect with 
the outside world. She was deprived of human connections, she craved conversation and empathy for 
she did not get much from her parents. Vegas felt like she was stuck in their isolated walls and was 
desperate to find a way out. The closest way to see the rest of the world was through sketchy apps and 
websites. Those apps were the only thing that let her have any communication. Finally, after many 
attempts, she found a boy in her area. The boy’s name was Cray Franklin and he was 16. He was on a 
local high school hockey team, and he seemed well off. Their conversations grew deeper with each 
passing day. As she got to know him, she saw kindness in him and sought security within him. Cray 
captivated her as they exchanged their life stories with one another. Cray would text Vegas asking, “How 
was your day,” and that text always sparked conversations that would seem as if they would never end. 
They talked about their education, their plans for the future, their past and what was currently 
happening with their life.  Vegas fell under Cray’s spell and followed the boy’s promises blindly. She let 
him guide her and put her trust into him because she thought he would help relieve her from what 
haunted her. He seemed to listen well to her insights and opinions even though she didn’t have a lot to 
talk about. 

It was the night before meeting Cray in person, Vegas carefully braided her hair so it would sit 
nicely. She painted her nails and planned her outfit for the next day.  

The sun’s rays peeked through the cracked curtains of the bedroom. Vegas started to stir as the 
birds’ chirped their morning news to one another. With her eyes still shut, she directed her hand under 
her bed until her smooth tablet met her palm and she retrieved it. She looked at the time and got out of 
bed. Once she had scarfed down breakfast and asked her parents if she could go on a bike ride and got 
an “Okay,” from them, so she went back upstairs. She took out her braids and brushed her teeth for the 
second time that morning. She got dressed in a sweet summer dress and converse. Then she took her 
bike to see Cray.  

The wind blew through her unbraided hair making it dance in the wind. Her helmet was stashed 
deep in her neighbor’s bush and she felt unstoppable. A smile crept across her face as the wind dried out 
her eyes.  

It was almost an hour in a half before she met up with Cray at his local park. There the smell of 
freshly cut grass wafted into the nostrils of the two teenagers. They talked a lot before stopping at a 
water fountain and getting a drink.  

Cray urged the girl to go further down the trail as they got to know each other better. He told 
Vegas, ``We should walk further as we talk, after all, it’s such a nice day outside.” 

A sense of trust in a complete stranger drowned out any instinct her body had. The feeling of 
loneliness contorted her thoughts into believing nothing would happen. Vegas followed him deeper into 
the woods that surrounded the trail she was following. With an open mind and childhood glee, she 
followed blindly behind Cray.  

Cray stopped promptly and asked Vegas to set down her bike. Once they had both set down their 
bikes he showed her a natural, waterfall created by a small stream and a tree root.  
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Cray looked at Vegas with widened eyes before he closed them and leaned in for a kiss. Thoughts 
of the perfect movie peck took control of her thoughts. The urge for human companionship was so 
tempting… it was just going to be a cute peck, right? After all, Cray was one of the first boys she’d really 
gotten to know and this would be her “first kiss.” Vegas leaned in to kiss Cray. Vegas puckered her well 
moisturized, chapstick covered lips and shut her eyes. However, Cray had a different type of kiss 
envisioned for the two of them. Cray leaned down and pressed his lips against Vegas’s. In a split second 
Cray’s slobbery wet tongue got shoved down Vegas’s throat. Her eyes shot open and her face contorted in 
utter confusion and surprise. She instinctively pulled away as the foul taste of his spit filled her mouth.  

 Cray comforted the girl and wrapped his firm arms around her. Her nostrils filled with the scent 
of his B. O emitting from his underarms. It was here that Vegas disassociated from reality and decided to 
mentally go somewhere she knew who she was.  

 Cray led her by foot deeper into the forest, it was there he stripped her of her innocence. It was 
there, deep within the woods where he pulled out a banana scented condom, that would soon fall off.  

 Once the deed was over, Vegas gathered the last shreds of dignity she had and told him she had 
to go. Her legs beat against the petals of her bike until her entire body ached, and became numb. The 
wind blew against her face and mixed her tears with her hair. When she approached her neighborhood, 
she wiped the tears off her face. A fake smile became her new expression as she grabbed her helmet out 
of the neighbor’s bush. When she came back home and put her bike away; she went straight to her 
room. Her parents never asked if she was “Okay,” because after all, Vegas was still smiling when she was 
around her parents. 

 Finally in the safety of her blankets and her darkroom she cried. She cried until there were no 
more tears. Her lungs burned as they tried to get air into her body. It was there when she reached out to 
Cry for comfort and she got blocked. The feeling of loneliness she fought so hard to get rid of came back. 
However, a new terror came across her, What if I become 13 and pregnant.  

 Within the next few days, she gathered her dignity and bought herself a Plan B to help hide the 
mistake she thought she caused. This event helped create her new identity and from 13 and up she was 
forced to grow up.  
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Drawing 

By Rori Daugherty

Graphite scratches at the paper 

Twirling dresses covered in flowers of pencil

Floral sketchbook matches the drawing on the page

Markings make messes as they’re blended 

Fine tipped marker tracing penciled lines

Erasing the pencil, the outline is done

Colors bleed onto the page as the drawing is brought to life

As seconds pass, the colors age, darker and still

The large array of pencils hidden in the box are open

Testing the colors before they’re put to use filling the spaces

Using the colors chosen, they combine into another

Little white places are left behind from the textured paper
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The Nightmare Chaser 
By Nora Maloney 

I walk along the top of the wall that surrounds our district. Despite being over 100 feet above 

the ground, I’m not scared. Somehow, I know I won’t fall. My feet carry me along the narrow 

walkway. The wind blows against me and I grip the railings, but I don't stop moving. I can’t stop 

moving. My legs won’t stop or slow down no matter how hard I try.   

My eyes squeeze shut and reopen after a few seconds.  

Another gust of wind blows my hair in front of my face. In a matter of seconds, my hair is 

matted down to my cheeks. Rain strikes the metal wall and streams down my body, gluing my bright 

red dress to my skin. In the distance, lightning flashes every few seconds. Thunder rolls across the 

empty landscape and the wind continues to pick up.  

Suddenly, the rain stops. 

Trees form out of nowhere, surrounding the wall. All around me is greenery for as far as the 

eye can see. Pine trees stretch well over one hundred feet from where I stand. Normally the forest is 

welcoming, but this time it feels threatening. Almost as though it’s trying to swallow me.  

I hear a popping sound, followed by a sizzle.  
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I start to sweat and it becomes hard to breathe. Smoke swirls around my body, snaking its 

way up my nostrils. I hear a snap. A fallen tree appears in front of me. Fire licks the bark and the 

flames reach out, hungry for me. Beads of sweat drip down my face. I fall to my knees; unable to hold 

my weight. 

My eyes burn. 

I cough. 

My head spins. 

I can feel myself slowly drifting away from consciousness.   

I look around, about to give up, when I see it.  

Ten feet in front of me is a body. Blood pools around her head, but her chest is still rising. I 

force myself to stand. I walk towards the body, one robotic step after the other. As I get closer, I begin 

to realize who it is. I stop. My breaths get shorter. I need to get to her, but I can’t move forward 

anymore. I am forced to stand and stare at her. A single tear slithers down my cheek.  

I try to scream, but no sound leaves my lips. I’m trapped. 

All I can do is stare at my mother’s dying body.  

I sat up and ran my hands through my hair, my heart racing. I took a deep breath in and 

slowly let it out. My bangs were matted to my forehead with a sticky sweat. Where did that 

dream come from? I glanced up at the dream catcher hanging over my bed. It was glowing red. I 

must’ve forgotten to empty it last Sunday.  

“Shit,” I mumbled, “shit, shit, shit, shit...” 

I stood up and reached for my dream catcher, but the second I came in contact with it, it 

burned me. Instinctively, I pulled my hand away and took a step back. My hand sizzled and 

swelled. I bit the inside of my cheek until I could taste the blood, an attempt to hold back a 

scream. When I brought it closer to my face, red and black vein-like-marks were already starting 

to form at my fingertips. Within a few seconds, the marks had continued to grow down to my 

wrist.  
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I jumped down from my bed and walked over to my desk. I turned on my lamp and held 

my hand under the light to get a better look at it. Immediately, the burning stopped. A few 

seconds later the red and black marks faded away. My hand looked and felt normal; like nothing 

had happened to it. 

“What the...” 

I reached over and turned off my lamp. The burning and markings returned almost 

instantly. I turned the lamp back on and looked over at my alarm clock.  

5:57 a.m. 

It was too late to go back to sleep, not that I could’ve been able to rest knowing I had 

weird marks all over my hand. 

Think, Dylan, think. What would mom do? 

Mom would stay calm. She would’ve gone over everything she already knew about what 

was happening. What do I know? Not much if I’m being honest. Mom got sick before she could 

teach me everything. 

I know that the nightmares are trapped into the dreamcatchers when you have them and 

that in order for the dreamcatchers to do their job, they need to be emptied every so often. I also 

knew that if they weren’t emptied properly, bad things would happen.  

Clearly I had forgotten to empty mine.  

From what I could see, my dreamcatcher had overflowed and when I touched it, part of 

the nightmare had burned its way inside of me. I assumed that the nightmare was what was 

making the markings and I knew that if nightmares made their way into you, they could grow 

inside of you until you became a nightmare yourself.  

Not the most appealing thought if you ask me. 

If there was a nightmare inside of me now, I had to find some way to get it out, and soon. 

I didn’t want to end up like every other member of my family. I didn’t want to end up dead or 

anywhere close to dead from the tedious family business we liked to call; Nightmare Chasing.  
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Flowers 
By Leah Maitland 

When we laugh   
My teeth are filled with daffodils 
And every grin spills sunflowers 
Off dew glistened lips. 

When we cry 
My throat coats with forget me nots 
While willow branches fall from my lips 
Like tears from my eyelids 

When we fight  
My cheeks fill with thistles 
Every yell spitting out 
Splattering nightshade blooms 

When we embrace 
My tongue blossoms roses 
Each silken petal erupting 
From tulip ridden cracks between my tastebuds 

When we die 
My lips will be filled with lilies 
The luscious flora fading 
From the garden of my soul 
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Wild World 
By Rori Daugherty 

A forgotten old town 

I find once again. 

The ground, brown. 

From the sky, rain. 

Littering the ground,  

Weeds cover town. 

I start to walk around. 

Ran fast and fell down 

puts a smile on my face 

Memories barely there 

hardly remember the place 

I walk by, animals stare 

Soon I’ll leave once more 

The moon is now rising 

I walk back in the door 

Off to New Horizons 
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Waves

I cannot tell you when I drowned
Though I know
My eyes watered
With thickened tears
Throat a cylinder of saline
Lungs mildewed with seawater
Cells turned to 
Crystals of salt
Blood within my veins 
Ebbing and flowing like the waves.

My heart became the moon 
Pulling my body along with it
Moving ever closer to you
Through the navy hued 
Disturbed sand clouded sky
Yet in the morning retreating
Leaving strands 
Of silken seaweed locks
And the echo within a conch shell
On the folds of your pillowcase.
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